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Abstract: This paper provides the management methods of AC 

& DC smart grids. AC smart grids square measure a convenient 
approach to integration distributed energy systems with utility 
power systems. Smart grid may be a arrangement of smart 
generators, fuel cell, storage systems and masses. DC micro grids 
will cause additional economical integration of distributed 
generation. The methods of smart grids measure completely by the 
management of converters.  

In solar panel maximum cost utilized in storage systems like 
battery. In this paper a latest method has been recommended to 
replace the battery with fuel cell. Stored hydrogen used as a fuel 
which generate electricity. In this type of hydrogen storage system 
efficiency is not more than 55 percentages. This paper explaining 
about the scheme of the management methods of converter and 
the management methods of smart grids in each AC & DC 
conditions. 
 

Keywords: Solar photo voltaic, Electrolyze, Battery bank, 
energy cell, Hydrogen Storage cell, smart grid, control of smart 
grid. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Through the progressively grim issues of fossil energy 
depletion and ecological pollution, exploit the clean energy 
like renewable resources became more importance. 
Renewable energy sources contribute to the quicker 
development of distributed generators. Generation is nothing 
moreover the Combined effect of Heat and Power (HP) which 
might be outlined because the next generation of different 
style of energy with one most important energy  supply,  
largely  energy and thermal energy. However, inflated 
infiltration of distributed energy resources into typical power 
systems will increase management challenge. As a result, the 
construct of smart grid is proposed. Energy won’t to drive 

associate degree generator for manufacturing electricity and 
rotating instrumentation like machine, pump, compressor and 
fan for delivering alternative services.  Smart grid combines 
smart generators, fuel cell, energy storing systems and 
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hundreds along and works as a resourceful and controllable 
unit. Smart grid will work each on grid-connected and 
isolated condition which might raise the responsibility of grid 
effectively. Due to uncertainty of smart generators and also 
the low level of power capability of smart grid system, 
dominant of smart grids has become a good issue. Plenty of 
analysis has been created on management ways each of 
ancient AC smart grid and DC smart grid. There are two 
methods for utilizing the thermal energy one is direct method 
and another is indirect method in which hot water into steam 
and hot air for appliance or chilled water for cooling. 
Generally smart grids are different types and they are AC 
smart grid, DC smart grid and mixing of smart grid i.e. known 
as hybrid smart grid. Hybrid smart grid is seen as a mix of AC 
smart grid and DC smart grid and fuel cell, renewable energy 
sources.  The management of smart grid primarily includes 
the management of physical level and also the management of 
grid level. The management of physical stage consists of the 
management of smart generators, energy storage systems and 
fuel cells.  It’s complement primarily through the 

management of various types of inverters. The management 
of grid level is seen because the combination of the 
management methods of various types’ of generators and 

energy stored systems. 

II.  COMBINED HEAT AND POWER TECHNOLOGY 

Combined heat & power will be a range of financial 
advantages for the large users of energy. The high potency of 
Combined Heat Power tools may result savings in energy 
when put next to standard, severally purchased power and 
onsite thermal energy systems. to see if it is probably going to 
help a compelling come on investment at a selected website, 
the prices of the HP system ought to be compared to the 
investment of purchased power and thermal energy (hot 
water, steam water) that may preferably be needed for the 
locality. Chillers or boilers in heat & power (HP) may be put 
in new construction projects or once major heating, 
ventilation, and air con instrumentation must get replaced or 
modernized. The traditional method of cooling and heating 
method cause an enormous environmental pollution, which 
might get replaced by the technology of gift era that is 
cogeneration and triple-generation. By this technology the 
wasted heat once more may reutilized for the aim of plight 
system and by introducing small cooling system. This cooling 
system can be increases the quality of air by reducing 
emissions of air pollutants and greenhouse gases. A SO2  

particular includes the most 
significant regulated pollution. 
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III. FUEL CELL SYSTEM 

The technology shows potential for fuel cells area unit to 
serve thermal and power wants with terribly low emissions 
and with high strength. Fuel cells use a chemical energy or set 
of battery like method to convert the energy of H into water 
and electricity.  Chemical element react to supply water 
within the presence of a solution and, in doing therefore, 
generating & chemical science potential that driven a current 
through an external circuit. Additionally the reaction will 
dissipate heat. From the fossil fuel H can be obtained which is 
useful for cell. As a result of gas happens naturally solely in 
fossil fuel. There are four differing types of fuel cells that are 
used for stationary mutual power and heat applications. That 
proxy acid, liquid carbonate, solid chemical compound and 
nucleon exchange membrane. Extra electric cell sorts that are 
direct wood alcohol and alkaline used as mainly in shipping 
and non motionless electric cell applications. The solution 
and operational temperatures vary for every of the electric cell 
sorts. The operational temperatures vary from close to close 
to 1800°F and electrical generating efficiencies vary from 
thirty p.c to around fifty p.c on a spread of Higher Heating 
worth basis.  

IV. GOAL OF GREEN BUILDING TECHNOLOGY 

Green structure includes a structure, which is planned, 
fabricated, worked, kept up or reused with destinations to 
ensure inhabitant's wellbeing, improves the representative 
profitability, utilize shrewdly common assets and diminish the 
natural effect. Green structure which is otherwise called green 
technology development or tolerable structure grows and 
supplements the structure design uncertainties of economy, 
effectiveness, durability, and support. A Green Building 
where less water used which enhance strength of productivity, 
monitors characteristic resources, creates less waste materials 
and gives more advantageous space to worker when 
contrasted with ordinary structures. The goal of the green 
structures is to create structures which use the common assets 
to the negligible at the time of development and operational 
stage. Green structures stress on the asset use productivity and 
furthermore depending upon the three words – Reuse, Reduce 
and Recycle. Green Building is collaboration and the 
structuring and development incorporates specialists from 
structures, finishing, air molding, pipes, vitality and electrical 
field. These specialists evaluate the effect of the every single 
structure on the ecological condition, keeping in cerebrum the 
capital included. The last structure should be practicable and 
ought to limit the unconstructive effects that the structure 
would have on the earth. 

V. CONTROL SCHEME OF GRIDS 

All the methods carry with its management methods of 
converters and grids. we have a tendency to all understand 
that each one micro terminals square measure connected to 
bus through totally different sorts of converters. Management 
of converters can be accomplished by managing the smart 
terminals. Methods for managing the smart grids are the 
combination of some management of converters. The 
challenges are seen from management methods are depending 
upon quality and result of management. Some management 

methods will resolves drawbacks of smart grid power flow, 
calculates optimum references for the smart grid sources 
mostly based on financial objectives by adding alternative 
layers and additional complicated communication system. It’s 

vital for US to learn the benefits and downsides of various 
management methods to seek out a balance. 

VI. VF CONTROL OF AC MICRO GRID 

     Control of VF means that to stay the voltage and frequency 
to a constant and stable to different elements within the smart 
grid. The smart terminal below VF management must to react 
to the ability change in smart grid quickly. Usually, VF 
management is applied within the isolated condition and 
therefore the capability of this part below VF management 
ought to be huge enough. Here is that the control theme of VF 
management, as shown in Figure1. This and potential loop 
generate the decoupled potential because the compared 
voltage wave to urge management signal. The frequency loop 
generates the reference innovate VF management. 

 
Figure1 VF control 

VII. IMPORTANCE OF GREEN BUILDING 

 
The development and improvement of our networks largely 
affects our regular habitat. The assembling, structure, 
development and task of the structures in which we live and 
work are in charge of the utilization of a considerable lot of 
our common assets. Green structure which is shown in figure2 
includes a structure, which is planned, fabricated, worked, 
kept up or reused with destinations to ensure tenant's 
wellbeing, improves the worker profitability, utilize carefully 
common assets and decrease the ecological effect. Green 
structure which is otherwise called green development or 
endurable structure grows and supplements the structure 
configuration worries of effectiveness, robustness, economy 
and solace. A Green Building where less water used, advances 
vitality effectiveness, saves regular assets, produces less 
waste materials and gives more beneficial space to worker 
when contrasted with ordinary structures. Several benefits we 
are getting from the green building such as it conserve natural 
resources, reduce CO2, reduce water pollution etc.  
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                 Figure2 Green building 
 

VIII. CONVENTIONAL BUILDINGS 

      Green building and standard building both are separate as 
looking from outside, however relating to kind of technology 
used and boundaries render. The main purposes of 
inexperienced buildings are to decrease energy and 
consumption of water, utilization of barren, victimization of 
materials, etc. In the other way, the design of standard 
buildings not designed properly looking the view of energy, 
water supply, materials, indoor temperature and humidity. By 
combing this reduces the manufacture of waste materials and 
reusable them. In consequence to normal building, 
inexperienced buildings are further energy economical, have 
lower operational and maintenance prices, offer higher pacify 
and well for occupants, have lesser risk of potential and cut 
back pessimistic impact on the setting. An inexperienced 
building might be a construction that represents the leading 
well-organized and least unquiet approaches of victimization 
land, use of water and energy possessions whereas making 
certain the healthful apparent setting for the householder. 

IX. EFFICIENT HEAT REVIVAL FROM FUEL CELL 

Heat can be recouped from power device as boiling the water 
or little-weight steam (< 32 PSIG); however for nature of 
warmth was shift, which is relies upon the kind of energy 
component and its working warmth. The one exemption to 
this is, a few produces of SOFC do not recoup the warmth for 
a use in different utilizatiossn rather utilizes the warmth to 
support the inward procedures which improves electrical age 
effectiveness. 

X. SIMULATION & RESULTS 

Presently this research paper, to verify the framework 
effectiveness reenactment was being finished by utilizing 
HOMER energy tool. The total procedure for the 
incorporating system could be comprehended from the figure 
underneath. At this juncture the electrolyzes will obtaining the 
power from Photo Voltaic framework In order to creating 
hydrogen to running energy component alongside to meeting 
both Direct current and Alternating Current loads. This 
created hydrogen utilized in fuel cell to deliver power. By 
using this procedure the totally Framework winds up 
inexhaustible. With this we resolve probably run both 
Alternating Current and Direct Current loads. 

 
                    Figure3 Simulation 

XI. COST OUTLINE 

From the recreation report we investigated the general 
expense outline of the framework for example the net present 
expense, lovelies cost of vitality, working expense of the 
procedure. As per this following figures, again this graphical 
portrayal of the net  present expense for Photo Voltaic, energy 
component, converters, electrolyses, hydrogen tank as for 
capital cost, substitution outlay, working outlay are prepared 
below. 

 
                   Figure4 Cost graph 

XII. CONCLUSION 

In this simulation approach we got the outcome with the 
purpose of how proficiently we are capable of running the 
entire framework by sun based set-up and a power device 
daylight and darkness hours without the assistance of any 
battery framework. In this way here the cost, running, and 
substitution of batteries are maintained a strategic distance 
from. As the issues of batteries are maintained a strategic 
distance from subsequently the compensation time frame will 
decrease. The evaluation of recompense period is done and 
determined to ten to twelve years. So in this report we able to 
gather that in the event that we will go along these lines we 
can make a green situation. Presently one more thing is the 
expense of energy component and sun powered board will 
diminish soon. At that point absently the attainability of the 
entire task will be more. 
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